1. Introduction {#s0005}
===============

Public research more inclines to distribute its findings than commercialize in contrast to industrial research ([@bb0150]). In general, institutes conducting public research are largely government funded and target the public domain ([@bb0060]). Because of their national orientation and stable funding source, public research institutes do cutting-edge research at least one academic field through long-term plans (greater than three years) ([@bb0060]). A public research institution often develops as an association of research institutes rather than a single organization. Research entities with a public research institution enjoy institutional autonomy in choice of subjects notwithstanding the fact that they are under the same umbrella of governance. Naturally, research organizations have different characteristics depending on national circumstances. Some public research institutions, such as the Max Planck Gesellschaft (MPG) in Germany, are faithful to pure research ([@bb0320]), while others have significance within a particular national context: part of the National Laboratories (NLs) in the United States (US) addresses defense-related technologies ([@bb0195]), and the Government-funded Research Institutes (GRIs) in Korea attempt to assist in the country\'s economic development by promoting indigenous public research ([@bb0280], [@bb0030], [@bb0240]).

With recent advances in our understanding of network, it is possible to apply novel network knowledge to manage public research institutions in response to internal and external changes. For example, entities in national innovation systems ([@bb0135]) or the Triple Helix models ([@bb0325], [@bb0245]) can be external factors affecting research of public research institutions. The notion of national innovation systems provides a framework to explain underlying incentive structures for technological development at a national level and international differences in competence from a network perspective of public and private organizations ([@bb0315]). The Triple Helix model considers coevolving academic, industry, and government which provokes techno-economic developments of a country ([@bb0250]). In these systems, public research institutes provide fiscal and technical assistance to other organizations. Kondo ([@bb0230]) pointed out that public research institutes dedicated to transferring technologies to industry by means of consulting, licensing, and spinning off. By doing so, they contribute to promoting integration and coordination within the system ([@bb0360]). In order to formulate policies and procedures to steer the entire system, system organizers are able to guide public research institutes properly. In this context, control of those key agencies is important to achieving desirable outcomes.

Moreover, there is a growing need for an efficient implementation throughout public research institutions composed of multiple sub-organizations in order to deal with internal controls ([@bb0470]). For example, most public research institutions have undergone transformations in recent years due to modernization, imperatives for efficiency, and the promotion of collaboration with the industry ([@bb0070], [@bb0080], [@bb0415], [@bb0400]). In unfavorable economic conditions, declining government funding causes the restructuring of research areas ([@bb0275], [@bb0190]) or the government demands more practical outputs from them, such as conducting applied research and setting standards ([@bb0305]). In an attempt to harness technology for socio-economic development, governments often prioritize future research through foresight activities ([@bb0340]) and accordingly assign new academic missions to public research institutions. In particular, developing countries have lately been paying more attention to the technology-driven development model under government supervision ([@bb0030]). At that time, controlling every entity enables the institution to fully guide those internal changes but entails great expense.

From 1935 to 1945, public research institutions engaged in national strategic areas, including exploration of mineral resources, industrial development, and military Research and Development (R&D) ([@bb0305]). After the termination of World War II, the establishment of public research institutions grew in an effort to advance military technology in many countries. Moreover, at that time, public research institutions extended almost all areas with which governments were associated, such as economic and social issues. They continued growing until the 1960s. In the 1970s and 1980s, many countries expressed doubts on their contributions to innovation. However, as deepening the understanding of national innovation systems or the Triple Helix models, public research institutions started to be seen in a new light. In these models, public research institutions have played an indispensable role in preventing systemic failures, which reduce the overall efficiency of R&D ([@bb0270], [@bb0410]) due to their relations with external collaborators ([@bb0225], [@bb0285]). Still, the importance of public research institutions are emphasized in particular for scientific innovation ([@bb0075]).

In this regard, a network approach is necessary to efficiently implement transformations throughout sub-organizations, and the academic interest also grows for the effective operation of the network ([@bb0075], [@bb0205]). There is, however, a lack of empirical research on managing public research institutions through a network system. Hence, in this paper, we conceptualize three major public research institutions --- the MPG, NLs in the US, and GRIs in Korea --- as networks, identify the sub-organizational network structure of each, and examine its structural efficiency. A collaborative research network is one of the most prevalent inter-organizational configurations ([@bb0405]). However, we deem that topical similarity between research institutes is suitable to represent a relation between them in research interests. Most transformations involve changes in research areas, and changes in organizational research topics frequently occur when governments prioritize specific research fields or delegate new roles to institute ([@bb0450]). Prior studies emphasized the importance of similarity in knowledge content among entities to effectively manage inter-organizational networks as well ([@bb0435], [@bb0170]). For these reasons, a network here is formed by pairs of subunits having the most similar research profiles. With the addition of temporal dynamics to inter-organizational relations, a chain of networks over time allows the description of the structural evolution of public research institutions.

Based on revealed networks, we determined the structural efficiency with which network-wide actions can influence entities for finite time periods. No matter the measure puts in place, all members of network need to adopt it to achieve collective actions. In the early stages of change implementation, network organizers select initiators to change among entities. As the change initiators propagate control actions to the remainder of entities, a public research network can be steered in the desired direction like a car. We can derive a minimum number of suitable initiators from a theory of "structural controllability" ([@bb0475]). In the theory, change initiators refers to injection points of external energy used to steer the network, which are theoretically selected depending on network structure. In this process, structural efficiency is obtained by calculating the share of change initiators in the network: the lower the efficiency value, the smaller the number of entities the network manager is required to handle. Therefore, by comparing efficiencies with structural properties over time, we can estimate network characteristics specific to institutions.

In this study, we divided institutional research portfolios into six time periods based on scientific output over eighteen years (1995--2012), and estimated structural efficiencies of research similarity networks. Considering structural efficiency, we can observe that networks in all three research institutions can be managed with less than 30% of sub-organizations, and the values reflect the changes that have occurred in research institutions. Each research institution has some sub-organizations consistently selected as suitable change initiators over a period of time. Our results primarily highlighted young subordinates as appropriate change initiators, which means that information blockades in network might occur unless the selected units are properly managed. Moreover, the estimated changes initiators tend to have a lower connectivity in network than the rest of nodes. We expect that our work has implications for decision-making bodies and network managers seeking to an efficient way to influence their intention on a network of public research institutes.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: in [Section 2](#s0010){ref-type="sec"}, we briefly describe the impact of structure on network effectiveness associated with public research institutions based on past research. [Section 3](#s0015){ref-type="sec"} is devoted to an explanation of data sources, network construction processes, and the calculation of structural controllability in a network. We discuss the results of our experiments in [4](#s0035){ref-type="sec"}, [5](#s0040){ref-type="sec"}, and offer our conclusions in [Section 6](#s0045){ref-type="sec"}.

2. Research networks around public research institutions {#s0010}
========================================================

Methods for utilization and development of networks have grown in an attempt to address complex problems that require collective effort. When the purpose of the network is to deliver public services, independent organizations are generally involved in the process, and interdependency between participants facilitates the formation of links ([@bb0220]). By exchanging knowledge through a network, public research organizations attain a higher level of performance, at the same time, create a greater ability to innovate ([@bb0295]). [@bb0155] claimed that using a vehicle for networks is favorable to organizations that require flexibility, rapidly changing technology, and diverse skills because actors can exchange goals, information, and resources while interacting with each other. Resources usually refer to units of transposable value, such as money, materials, and customers, and information signifies exchangeable units between agencies, such as reports, discussions, and meetings. With regard to exchanged goods between organizations, van de Ven ([@bb0445]) underlined the importance of information and resources as "the basic elements of activity in organized forms of behavior." In research systems, organizations can take advantage of network participation to have a greater possibility of funding, to broaden their research spectrum, or to reduce the risk of failure ([@bb0045]). Therefore, networks are beneficial because they can pool resources, permit the mutual exploration of opportunities, and create new knowledge ([@bb0340]).

However, strategies are needed to coordinate interactions while managing networks because different actors have different goals and preferences concerning a given problem ([@bb0220], [@bb0310]). The capability of network management is also necessary to promote innovations ([@bb0330]), but there remain questions as to how to manage such organizational interactions as Beaver ([@bb0045]) pointed out. Orchestrating activities seems unnecessary because of interactions between autonomous organizations, but addressing conflicts keeps agencies cooperative in effort to achieve the goal of the network, thereby facilitating the effective allocation and efficient utilization of network resources. Furthermore, a network sometimes needs to be intentionally formed to boost management by governing parties which would be either an external organization or network participant(s) ([@bb0350]). Public research institutions can be said to be governed by external organizations, considering that different entities are in charge of their administration in general, such as ministries, research councils, and other steering bodies. Both the MPG and Korean GRIs are apparently steered by a single entity. The fundamental management policy of the NLs in the US also originates in a federal agency, although several laboratories are operated by contract partners.

By frequently repeating interactions among actors, networks produce certain outcomes. The performance of a network is evaluated according to whether the network effectively attains its goal. The outcome varies depending on governing strategies, and the course of attainment can be enhanced by taking advantage of structural properties of the network ([@bb0220], [@bb0155]). [@bb0365] argued that the assessment of network effectiveness should involve consideration not only of beneficiaries, but also of administrative entities and the participants of the network. Nevertheless, the literature on networks has paid more attention to the evaluation of their effectiveness by treating networks as a whole, such that the common goal is primarily involved in network-level accomplishment ([@bb0360], [@bb0290]). There remain difficulties in determining network effectiveness. The problem primarily resides in the impossibility of quantifying the exact network outcome ([@bb0355]). As [@bb0010] claimed, networks are not always directly related to policy adjustments because some interactions are forged by voluntary information exchange or educational service. In the public research institution, researchers engaged in specialized fields have the opportunity to share ideas across administrative boundaries given that they have the goal and intend to generate public knowledge. Outcomes of research networks can be approximated by proxy variables, such as patent and paper citations, innovation counts, new product sales, and productivity growth ([@bb0090]). Furthermore, such networks also indirectly affect subsequent movements and policies. Thus, network efficiency needs to be measured for various types of networks, by considering factors beyond collaborations.

In order to increase network effectiveness, structural efficiency in networks is important: since all entities are connected, damage to one part can cause the collapse of the entire system through a cascade of failures. In this regard, considerable research on networks has focused on deliberately building efficiently manageable networks ([@bb0075], [@bb0220], [@bb0445], [@bb0350]). Certain network structures can affect innovation performance by catalyzing knowledge exchange ([@bb0440]). [@bb0115] argued the importance of the network structure to collective actions via experimental tests that demonstrated structural variations in a network can either improve or degrade network outcomes. However, there is ambiguity in appropriate network structures to achieve effective control. [@bb0330] suggested that longitudinal network dynamics need to be taken into account when designing network topologies.

A network is required to change its members or structures in order to adapt to environmental changes. Much of the literature on networks emphasized that instability is an opportunity for transformation ([@bb0180]). Although the capability of flexible response is one of the strongest features within a network model, such network dynamics challenge for effectively managing networks. With regard to network size, it is widely known that the greater number of actors involved, the more difficult it becomes for the network to achieve collective cooperation ([@bb0220]). Increasing the number of participants results in more complex network governance because the number of potential interactions also exponentially escalates. However, prior research found that research networks evolved to be more centralized as growing the network ([@bb0120], [@bb0165]). The growing patterns of research networks imply that adding an entity does not always increase complexity of network management. Theorists rather claimed that the introduction of a new node would improve efficiency to control networks ([@bb0225]).

Centralization captures the extent of inequality with which important nodes are distributed across the network, and is often measured in terms of Freeman\'s centralities ([@bb0140]). A degree (the number of connections) centralized network is known to readily coordinate across agencies and closely monitor services ([@bb0360]). In complex networks, a minority of nodes, referred to as hubs, dominates connections while the majority is connected with a small number of points ([@bb0040]). Research revealed that complex networks were robust against random attacks ([@bb0025]). Hubs in research networks were not only empirically impressive in their performance ([@bb0105], [@bb0100]), but also easy to access new knowledge developed by other entities ([@bb0435]). Hanaki, Nakajima and Ogura ([@bb0165]) also found R&D collaboration networks evolved toward more centralized structures because organizations prefer to collaborate with reliable partners based on referrals obtained from former partners. However, a high degree of integration is not always desirable. [@bb0355] proposed that connective intensity between organizations should be appropriately controlled for effective network structure. [@bb0075] also found research networks producing high performance featured nodes with low degree centrality.

No matter the types of networks that develop out of interactions, the goal achievement is possible only when the relevant information spreads throughout the network to encourage actors to conform. In recent years for public research institutions, the controllability of organizational portfolios has been seen as constitutive of dynamic capabilities, which means the "ability to integrate, build, and reconfigure internal and external competencies to address rapidly changing environments" ([@bb0425], [@bb0125]). In this sense, estimating efforts to control entities of public research institutions is related to assessing the feasibility of research reorganization over networks. At the same time, the number of key points in information flow within a network affects burden on the network administration. Although earlier work emphasized that selectively activating critical actors is more effective to integration than full activation, the system must secure the capability to exercise influence across agencies ([@bb0220], [@bb0355]). Furthermore, the efficiency with which network structure can be manipulated would be a suitable criterion to evaluate the built structure.

3. Data and methods {#s0015}
===================

This section is devoted to describing methods of network construction based on collected bibliographies and analytical methods. We describe a quantification method for structural efficiency given structure to control the whole network, and explain structural properties to explore their relation with structural efficiency. In the process of efficiency calculation, we extract suitable organizations to initiate transformation. This investigation was conducted in the *R* ver. 3.1.2 environment ([@bb0370]), and used the following add-on packages for convenience: *ggplot2* ([@bb0460]) and *igraph* ([@bb0095]).

3.1. Data collection and research portfolio identification {#s0020}
----------------------------------------------------------

We identified research portfolios based on scientific output, and gathered bibliographic data regarding NLs, MPG, and GRIs from the Thomson Reuters Web of Knowledge. Academic output over eighteen years (1995--2012) was compiled according to institutional names and abbreviations of authors\' affiliations. We only used affiliations in English for this study. Subordinate research institutes listed in official websites were considered, and their portfolios were tracked using at least twenty papers for each.

All disciplines, which are the constituent elements of a portfolio, need to be identified using the same classification system for ease of institutional comparison. We utilize the University of California-San Diego\'s (UCSD) map of science ([@bb0055]) as a journal-level classification system. The map classified documents into 554 sub-disciplines belonging to 13 disciplines on the basis of journal titles. Naturally, a research portfolio has two levels of classification: discipline and sub-discipline. Particularly, a discipline refers to the aggregate level of sub-disciplines in the hierarchical structure in this study. [Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"} shows an example of disciplinary mapping using Sci2 ([@bb0395]) for the Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL), one of the national laboratories of the US Department of Energy (DOE). Our investigation ultimately included 337,417 scientific articles from 104 institutes --- 59,333 articles from 26 GRIs in Korea, 85,540 articles from 61 subordinates of the MPG, and 192,544 articles from 17 NLs in the US.Fig. 1Thematic categorization of the Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL).

In order to analyze the thematic evolution of network over time, we split the portfolios into time intervals. With regard to an adequate duration of assessment period to represent scientific output being measured, [@bb0005] claimed that a three-year period is adequate to assess scientific outputs. By accepting their recommendations, we observed the development of institutional portfolios for six consecutive time slices.

3.2. Organizational thematic network {#s0025}
------------------------------------

As a well-known analytical method, a complex network is suitable for exploring dynamic topology changes ([@bb0420]). Here, an inter-organizational network is formed between subordinate institutes building similar research profiles. Representing sub-organizations, nodes are connected by a link when two sub-organization have similar research portfolios. In order to measure similarities, we used "inverse frequency factors" for weighting system and "second-order cosine similarities" ([@bb0145]). The inverse frequency factor borrows from a term discrimination method for text retrieval ([@bb0390], [@bb0380]). The factors weight each sub-discipline in the research portfolio. The weight of sub-discipline *m* for research institute *i* is determined by $w_{m,i} = f_{m,i} \times \log\left( \frac{N}{n_{m}} \right)$ where *f* denotes the number of articles; and $\left( \frac{N}{n_{m}} \right)$ implies the inverse frequency factor to file out prevalent research ([@bb0210]). The logarithmic frequency factor is calculated inversely from the ratio number of subunits *n* ~*m*~ that publish their achievements in sub-discipline *m* to the total number *N* of research institutes. As a result, the set of weights generates a 554 sub-disciplines-by-institute matrix.

The similarities between two institutional research portfolios primarily take the cosine measure ([@bb0385], [@bb0035]). For the purpose of improving the accuracy of similarity, we applied second-order approaches to the sub-discipline-by-institute matrix. [@bb0085] explained that first-order approaches directly reflect the similarity between only two profiles, whereas second-order similarities determine those between two given portfolios and other institutional portfolios. A large number of studies have confirmed the superior performance of the second-order approach as well ([@bb0015], [@bb0430]).

Moreover, to render easier structural analysis and network visualization, we strip weak similarities from the research similarity matrix. Using the Maximum Spanning Tree (MST) algorithm ([@bb0235]), we extracted tree like-structures. The MST algorithm ensures that all institutes are connected with maximal similarity, which implies that the institutes are connected through the most relevant links. Therefore, a linked pair of institutes indicates greater potential for common intellectual foundations. Among various well-known algorithms to detect MST, the backbone of thematic networks is derived by Prim\'s algorithm ([@bb0345]).

3.3. Quantification of network-wide structural efficiency {#s0030}
---------------------------------------------------------

In order that the network structure can efficiently elicit the desired response from its elements, a certain amount of energy needs to be injected into the network to change the behavior of actors. Thus, the selection of several agencies to initiate changes depending on network structure is inevitable. At the same time, it is important to minimize the number of injection points due to management cost. Studies on complex networks consider that nodes can dynamically make decisions or can dynamically change their states by responding to information received through links between nodes. As individual actors, nodes on research networks can be researchers or research institutions, and the nodal states can be represented by individual research interests or disciplinary composition. Here, we estimate the capability that controls the behavior of such nodes in complex networks with the minimum involvement of intervention adopting the notion of structural controllability.

In recent years, a number of studies have focused on driving networks to a predefined state by combining control theory and network science ([@bb0260], [@bb0455], [@bb0265], [@bb0160]). According to network controllability, if a network system is controllable by imposing external signals on a subset of its nodes, called driver nodes, the system can be effectively driven from any initial state to the desired final state in finite time ([@bb0215], [@bb0255]). Thus, network controllability depends on the number and the placement of the control inputs. For this reason, structural efficiency refers to the share of the driver nodes. In this study, agencies found using structural controllability are key locations to steer the entire inter-organizational research network.

We applied the structural controllability for undirected networks, introduced by [@bb0475], to matrix representation of our temporal MSTs. Each temporal matrix G(A) was considered a linear time-invariant model $\overset{˙}{x}\left( t \right) = \mathit{Ax}\left( t \right)$, where the vector *x*  ∈ ℝ^*N*^ represents the state of the nodes at time *t*, A ∈ ℝ^N × N^ denotes the research similarity matrix of MST, such that the value a~i , j~ is the portfolio similarity between institutes *i* and *j*  (*a* ~*ij*~  =  *a* ~*ji*~). The controlled network G(A, B) corresponds to adding *m* controllers using ordinary differential equations $\overset{˙}{x}\left( t \right) = \mathit{Ax}\left( t \right) + \mathit{Bu}\left( t \right)$, where vector u(t) ∈ ℝ^m^ is the controller and B ∈ ℝ^N × m^ is a control matrix. The problem of finding the driver nodes of the system is solved by the exact controllability theory following the Popov--Belevitch--Hautus (PBH) rank condition ([@bb0175]). To ensure complete control, the control matrix *B* should satisfy *rank*\[*λ* ^*M*^ *I* ~*N*~  −  *A*,  *B*\] =  *N*, where  *I* ~*N*~ is the identity matrix of dimension *N*, and *λ* ^*M*^ denotes the maximum geometric multiplicity *μ*(*λ* ~*l*~) (=* N-rank*(*λ* ~*l*~ *I* ~*N*~  −  *A*)) for the distinct eigenvalues *λ* ~*l*~ of *A*. Therefore, from a theoretical perspective, changes initiated from the drivers are likely to affect the entire structure. Hence, driver institutes are crucial to the functioning of networks for public research institutes. In this paper, we regard the share of drivers in all agencies as an efficiency indicator in that the number of drivers is important for efficient control.

Network properties have been utilized by a considerable amount of literature in the area to better understand structural features of networks ([@bb0300], [@bb0020], [@bb0465]). In order to understand the relation between efficiency and the inter-organizational research network, we extracted major features across institutions based on some structural properties, such as network size and connectivity. The number of participants represents network size associated with network volume. Centrality is one of the most studied indicators in network analysis, and measure the influence of a node in a network using degree centrality ([@bb0140], [@bb0050], [@bb0130]). We examine the degree feature of driver nodes. As a nodal attribute, we assign research experience in time periods to nodes to characterize driver nodes.

4. Results {#s0035}
==========

This section contains the major results of our investigation of the structural features of the inter-organizational networks. To form our desired skeletal network, we extracted pairs of academically close institutes based on portfolio similarities among their participants using the construction algorithm of the Maximum Spanning Tree (MST). The results obtained from the backbone networks are related to structural controllability.

In order to address the evolution of inter-organizational research, we assessed the structural features of temporal MSTs. [Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}, [Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}, [Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"} show tree-like structures of institutions over time. Each node represents a sub-organization, and its size is proportional to the total number of documents published. The colors filling the nodes were determined by the discipline in which the institute was found to be most productive. The portfolio similarities between pairs of linked institutes represented the weight on the network, and these weights affected the width of links as well.Fig. 2Evolution of the network structure of Korean GRIs.Fig. 3Evolution of the network structure of MPG.Fig. 4Evolution of the network structure of the US DOE NLs.

The descriptive statistics of portfolio similarity summarize and describe the distribution of the skeletal relationships between subordinates, as listed in [Table 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"} . For all institutions, we found that the distributions were biased toward high similarities between research portfolios. For the NLs networks in the US, the overall greater averages and smaller standard deviations of portfolio similarities than the other two institutions indicated that most research units were seen as connected, with the smallest difference in their research areas. On the other hand, in case of the GRIs, the lowest values of average similarity signified that each unit had a distinct research portfolio. The largest standard deviation and the low values of kurtosis for most time periods also showed that their research similarities were the most widely distributed.Table 1Descriptive statistics of portfolio similarity.GroupStatisticsTime span1995--19971998--20002001--20032004--20062007--20092010--2012GRIMean0.5050.5310.6180.6210.6280.658Median0.5070.5510.6230.5510.590.663Standard deviation0.2710.2290.2270.2580.2230.181Skewness− 0.256− 0.439− 0.171− 0.556− 0.284− 0.298Kurtosis1.8362.5381.7132.6631.9622.195MPGMean0.6080.680.650.6980.7060.774Median0.5770.7680.6790.7350.7490.846Standard deviation0.2690.2680.260.2090.2210.183Skewness− 0.04− 0.56− 0.59− 1.132− 1.12− 1.111Kurtosis1.9752.1732.3364.3513.9073.932NLMean0.8360.8250.8170.8160.8740.879Median0.8480.8770.8440.8670.90.913Standard deviation0.1340.1560.180.130.1090.101Skewness− 1.492− 2.309− 0.81− 0.812− 1.414− 1.082Kurtosis4.9177.72.2512.4524.1643.024

In order to represent the dynamic characteristics of MSTs, their structural properties are listed in [Table 2](#t0010){ref-type="table"} . The number of nodes *N* increased and, accordingly, the number of links increased to *N*  − 1 following the definition of an MST in the context of a connected network. In spite of sparsity of the network, nodes having a relatively large number of links could be found in some institutions, in particular the Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) within the NLs, which was connected to approximately a quarter of the other organizations for four time periods, and the Korea Research Institute of Standards and Science (KRISS) and the Korea Institute of Science and Technology (KIST), which appeared as a maximally connected node in each half of the dataset. However, there was stiff competition among institutes with the maximum number of connections in the MPG. We noted that network density (2/*N*) could be obtained from the number of nodes, and the transitivity always reduced to zero because MST rules out cycles.Table 2Network properties of inter-organizational network.GroupPropertiesTime span1995--19971998--20002001--20032004--20062007--20092010--2012GRINo. of institutes (nodes)192024252525No. of links181923242424Maximum degree764557MPGNo. of institutes (nodes)415254586161No. of links405153576060Maximum degree654658NLNo. of institutes (nodes)161616171717No. of links151515161616Maximum degree443444

We calculated a periodical change of structural efficiency, and then examined the relations between network efficiency and structural properties. Following this, we investigated the features of estimated driver nodes in terms of degree and period of appearance. Note that although the number of driver nodes is theoretically fixed in a network, there can be multiple sets of drivers ([@bb0200]). We randomly selected a set where multiple driver sets existed. As an indicator of network efficiency obtained from structural controllability, [Fig. 5](#f0025){ref-type="fig"} denotes the share of driver nodes over time. According to the graph in the figure, the proportion of drivers varied, but institutions did not have to consider all their agencies for network-wide transformation. Less than 30% of nodes were selected as suitable points at which to inject external information in all three institutions because the maximum value of structural efficiency in the entire datasets was about 30% at the second period (1998--2000) in the GRIs. In particular, the NLs could be influenced with a relatively small share of drivers among the institutions at all times, which the exception of the period 2004--2006, whereas in the GRIs, the largest portion of nodes mostly needed to initiate changes. The efficiency fluctuation of the MPG was more stable than other two institutions over time periods.Fig. 5Changing the share of drivers.

An understating of drivers enables administrators to take preemptive action to prevent information isolation, like the knowledge of the relation between the share of drivers and network efficiency can help plan structural development. The total number of driver appearances for the entire period corresponded to 13, 25, and 53 for the NLs, the GRIs, and MPG, respectively but 6, 15, and 31 agencies were selected as drivers. This was an evidence for the existence of memory in the drivers. Moreover, [Fig. 6](#f0030){ref-type="fig"}, [Fig. 7](#f0035){ref-type="fig"} capture some features of the drivers. [Fig. 6](#f0030){ref-type="fig"} compares the average number of links between drivers and the entire nodes over different periods. Despite the common knowledge that nodes possessing large connectivity are influential, our results showed that drivers with low connectivity tended to determine collective agreement on the network. [Fig. 7](#f0035){ref-type="fig"} shows the average durations of appearance by institutional drivers. We see that the driver nodes were the ones newly entered to the network based on the average durations. Of the institutions, the research units of the NLs showed a wide difference between drivers and non-drivers.Fig. 6Comparison of the average number of connections between driver nodes and the entire network.Fig. 7The average duration of perpetuity.

5. Discussion {#s0040}
=============

Public research has contributed to major innovations by improving competitiveness among existing industries and developing new ones. As prominent contributors to public research, governments have implemented a variety of support policies and programs for higher efficiency and excellence. Among the actors involved in public research, public research institutions aim to disseminate their knowledge, by providing various functions: priority-driven research to address national and academic agendas or blue skies research engaging large-scale research facilities to complement university research ([@bb0335]). To maintain such diversity, public research institutions seek to coordinate elements with varying specializations and missions in adapting to dynamic technological environments. As a part of the effort, institutions occasionally attempt to restructure research portfolios or modify organizational placements in relation with other research units. In order to assess the development of public research institutions, we examined structural evolution derived from research similarities in the context of networked organizations in this paper.

More precisely, this study focused on public research institutions composed of several specialized research units, and extracted a network from similarities between sub-organizational research portfolios over eighteen years. A pair of connected agencies would be most influenced by the same type of exertion on a specific research area. In addition, sub-organizations connected to each other can be potential partners to collaborate because they share similar academic backgrounds. For example, the similarity networks of the GRIs give implications for inter-disciplinary research groups operated by the Research Council. In the research group, researchers working at different GRIs seek a solution together to technological difficulties and research similarities can indicate proper GRIs to resolve the difficulties. Moreover, offering the advantage of predictable network controllability, network modeling helps to understand the system\'s entire dynamics, which could be guided in finite time by controlling the initiators ([@bb0260]). As a result of the modeling, we can measure the efficiency of the network, where network efficiency implied the proportion of elements required as initiators to change the states of the entire agencies. The lower the proportion, the greater the network efficiency because the initiators are injection points for external information. We also revealed the structural properties of estimated initiators.

Our research here is different from other studies concerning network effectiveness in that it quantitatively estimated the effort required to control an entire inter-organizational network based on its structure. Naturally, if we send control signals to every single node, the network is operated with high controllability but involves significant cost. Thus, by employing the concept of structural controllability, we can theoretically detect the initial spreaders of information that need to be properly treated. Otherwise, they would have produced barriers to the exertion of authority; in extreme cases, the information blockades could have caused network failure ([@bb0225]). However, handling these elements incurs extra cost, because of which it is important to build networks with the minimum possible number of initiators to reduce enforcement costs incurred for complete control ([@bb0110]). Common structural features of estimated initiators can direct network management of public research institutions.

We generated results to provide a clear idea of how structural efficiency of research network is related to structural properties, such as size and nodal degree. Previous work on network governance structures has provided recommendations on how to build and design inter-organizational networks for innovation acceleration. For example, related to the number of participants, it is natural to expect that the share of drivers would also increase owing to a higher risk of insularity in information due to increasing structural complexity. However, our findings suggest not necessarily complying with the idea. Each of the institutions considered by us was different in size from others: the MPG was the largest-scale organization, whereas the NLs formed the smallest group in terms of number. However, according to our results, the size of the network did not seem to meaningfully affect the proportion of drivers in public research institutions. Despite being a medium-sized institution, the networks of the GRIs were more likely to be inefficient than those of the MPG and the NLs. We think this was because an institution more experienced with managing such a union has built more effective structures. Even we found that the GRIs took advantage of the structural reorganization of the network because additions improved their network efficiency. In this regard, [@bb0220] claimed that the introduction of new actors can be a strategy to accomplish a mutual adjustment, since the new institute would cause structural changes within the network.Proposition 1A subset of nodes positioned in structurally important locations will have ability to steer a whole network of public research institution.

Our findings indicated that control actions applied to only less than half of the research units can lead to changes of an entire system, and the units repeatedly appear over time. We suspect the reason that public research institutions are designed to be a cost effective and resilient, as do their infrastructure networks. However, as national research structures can be affected by government policies ([@bb0185]), the network efficiency also changes over time. The drastic fluctuation in the share of drivers would be related to changes in the relevant institution\'s strategy or operation. For example, the GRIs underwent a restructuring to remove redundancy, and began operating under the research councils after 1999. We can capture drastic changes at the same time in our results because their structural efficiency significantly increased between the second and third periods between 1998 and 2003. The results would imply that the organizational rearrangements in the GRIs worked well. Besides, the research subjects of the NLs were revamped in the 2001--2006 period due to several events, i.e. the September 11 attacks and the outbreak of the Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome (SARS). Since the terrorist attacks of September 11, 2001, the NLs have made greater efforts to reinforce national security by working on nuclear weapons or intelligent detection of potentially dangerous events. Moreover, a sudden epidemic of SARS accelerated multidisciplinary research in the NLs on vaccines, therapeutics, bioinformatics, or bioterrorism. We also find that the structural efficiency of the NLs were severely affected during the readjustment period. These changes in portfolio composition would cause temporary disarray in the structure of the networks. On the other hand, the property of stable fluctuations in the MPG would be attributable to internal transitions for scientific advances rather than external impact. The MPG makes an expansion of research topics by mostly spinning off units because each unit has its own research area.Proposition 2Variations in structural efficiency of research networks will reflect structural changes in research composition.

Another difference between past research and our work here is that degree centralization is not invariably recommendable. Policy makers and network scientists have hitherto paid attention to highly connected institutes because hubs are regarded as network facilitators. However, our findings indicated that most key elements were apt to have low degrees. Our study focused on revealing the injection points to infuse their nearest neighbors with energy regardless of the amount of energy required, and the nodes impart directions to connected neighbors at a time rather than exuding control forces over their adjacencies simultaneously. Obviously, the energy-entering hub can effectively reach agencies within its orbit, but there is a diffusion range. Thus, our observations suggest that network-wide influence was dependent upon nodes with a low connectivity. In this context, a network with moderately distributed focal points can be more effective to influence all organizations than a thoroughly concentrated one.

Furthermore, emergent sub-organizations show a tendency to have greater effect on structural efficiency than sub-organizations with a long research experience. We suspect that this is why a new research institute is often derived from a larger unit in public research institutions, holds low research similarity with other units than its parent, and takes position at the border, beyond any energy ranges. Another possible is that that a newly-established research institute has unstable research portfolios, as [@bb0065] pointed out. The instability that a new research institute has in its research areas can increase uncertainty about the consequences of network-wide changes. Therefore, network managers may have the need to monitor the degree of acceptance of a network-wide action especially among emerging sub-organizations. This result is also consistent with recent observations, whereby driver nodes in real-world networks tend to be reluctant to link with high-degree nodes ([@bb0260]).Proposition 3Other things being equal, a possibility to control the whole research network will increase when control actions work properly at nodes with a low connectivity and a short research history.

We consider the differences in network effectiveness between existing studies and our findings originate from: whether the complete functioning of all elements was considered. Previous studies regarding the maximization of network effectiveness implicitly presupposed the complete performance of all entities a priori despite conflicts between participants, but at least network managers need to ensure complete operation of their network. For the full functioning of a network, all elements are required to be within the sphere of influence of the network manager for network-wide control. We deal with a possibility to manage the network behavior in public research institutions by quantifying the effort required to implement maneuvers. In order to avoid control blockades, we showed the importance of the elements, *inter alia*, with low connectivity and brief experience in academia.

This study provided theoretical results for structural controllability assuming some ideal situations, such as that measures were implemented on network skeleton without redundant connectivity, sufficient resources were provided to change the network, all institutes respected the administrator\'s intention, and there were no conflicts between a pair of connected institutes. The success or failure of such measures can be determined once the processes are completely implemented because a network\'s dynamic nature in inter-organizational network raises difficulties in coordination. Nevertheless, estimating the completion of network-wide objectives is still critical to network planning and design. Our theoretical calculations here can assist decision making for structural improvement plans. Moreover, the common features of the selected initiators are sufficient to suggest elements significant to attaining a synchronized response across and institutional network to reorganize research portfolio.

6. Conclusions {#s0045}
==============

Public research institutions continue to gain prominence in the development national agendas of science and technology. Institutions have their own strategies according to their values and interests in research trends to a greater or lesser extent. Governments and research councils significantly affect these institutes through polices, programs, funding, and financial support in an effort to better coordinate their research agencies ([@bb0375]). Therefore, guiding the subunits of these institutes in a network is important to efficiently deliver managerial control. In doing so, administrators should be concerned with improving network structure to enhance its outcomes. However, manipulating network structure is difficult because of complex and dynamic states of the sub-organizations. In this study, we quantified network structural efficiency to maneuver a set of spontaneous elements into network-wide goals by using the theory of structural controllability ([@bb0475]), and tracked the efficiency of networks of these public research institutions: the GRIs in Korea, the NLs in the US, and the MPG. For the relevant calculations, we extracted a hidden network structure from each institution based on similarities between the profiles of their subordinate organizations. The results of structural efficiency enabled the assessment of the operational strategies of each institution for eighteen years.

The elements selected by structural controllability implied suitable points to inject external energy for governing networks. Revealing the injection points was important to prevent information blockages that hinder collective action. Apparently, the greater number of injection points required, the lesser the efficiency of network due to the increased burden of management. Our findings indicate that structural efficiencies reflect changes in research interests of an institution. In this sense, research institutions have the necessity to track the structural controllability to assess their structural changes, such as portfolio adjustments on all of sub-organizations. The structural controllability can also provide the suitable spots for an intervention by a network manager (ministries, research councils, or steering bodies) as driver nodes with regard to structural changes. According to our results, the proper intervention points tend to be with a low connectivity as well as young sub-organizations.

In spite of these implications for managing strategies of inter-organizational networks, this study has shortcomings that limit the generalizability of our findings. Scientific articles represent only part of an institute\'s capacity for research. Major scientific outputs are classified into two types: scientific articles and patents. Depending on the major research types, some institutes concentrate on patents instead of publications. As a result, research portfolios derived from richer data sources than were used would more precisely depict institutional research capacity. Another limitation of this study is that network properties other than those considered here, such as network density, clustering coefficient, and betweenness centrality, might affect structural efficiency like. Furthermore, our findings raised several questions that suggest directions for future research. These include exploring the range of drivers\' influence on structural efficiency, determining the optimal network structure to steer, and investigating diverse network properties with other types of players in innovation systems, e.g., academia and industries.
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